Measuring Materials
While exploring different tools the children
found a measuring tape and recognized it as a
familiar tool. They were aware of how it worked
and its purpose. This gave the teachers the
opportunity to introduce some new vocabulary,
such as length, measure and inch.

The children began to realize
that the tool worked by pulling
the tape to the end of the
object.
“The phone is this many big.”

The children were having a
difficult time using both hands
to measure items. The teachers
showed them how the tab can
hook onto the edge of an item.
“I got the tab to stick on the
wood!”

The children discovered that it was easier with two people when attempting to
measure long items.
“Zoe is holding that end while I hold here and look at the numbers.”

While using the tape measurer
the children began using number
words.
“Mr. Brandon, your head is ten
seven inches.”

Standards
•

Writes numerical representations (e.g., scribbles, reversals) or numerals in meaningful context (e.g., play

•

Understands the meaning of new words from context of conversations, cues from adults, the use of pictures

situations). Identifies and names numerals.
that accompany text or the use of concrete objects.

Measuring Ourselves
The children demonstrated a high level of interest in using the tape
measurers to measure different materials in the room, and soon they were
interested in measuring their own bodies. This proved to be a challenge as
the tape measurers were difficult to hold while measuring a body, even with
assistance from another child. This problem was solved with tape marks on
the floor to represent a child’s height.

“Look! One red and one green
pillow fit where I was lying
down!”
Soon, the children began using
nonstandard

units

of

measuring, such as pillows and
steps.
“I’m two big jumps tall!”
Having the children’s names
written on the tape also gave
them the chance to recognize
their

names

without

their pictures.

Standards
•
•

Measures length and volume (capacity) using non-standard units of measure (e.g., paper
clips, how many small containers needed to fill one big container rice or beans).
Identifies own name in print.

using

